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THE STORY PROJECT IN SHORT
Now that the fight against the corona virus is finally improving, there is slowly more insight into the
consequences of Covid-19 crisis. The pandemic has had a major impact on many groups, both
economically and socially. For example, many elderly people are known to struggle with loneliness. For
young people – already referred to as the 'lockdown generation' – the negative consequences are likely to
last even longer. The Learning from Community Stories Project or shortly called The Story Project is set up
to give young people a voice in future decision-making and enable them to be part of the solution. In the
coming two years partners from four European countries - The Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and Spain will
gather their efforts together to develop a model and a series of creative workshops based on storytelling
to help young people become more resilient and enhance their intercultural competences and creative
potential.
PARTNER MEETING
The partners held in June an online meeting to set up the ambitious project targets and agree on current
activities and tasks.
WHAT’S NEXT ON THE STORY PROJECT
•
•
•
•

establish a network of associated partners and involve them in project activities
create a structure and guidelines for organizing ‘Storytellers’ league’ workshops based on a
drama for change model
pilot “Storytellers’ league” workshops in The Netherlands, Ireland, Italy and Spain
hold next project meeting face-to-face during the Dublin festival in October

For more information on the project, please visit www.thestoryproject.eu or contact the project partners:
DONA DARIA (NL) - Coordinator
PRESSURE LINE (NL)
INTHECITY (NL)
UNISTRASI (IT)
SMASHING TIMES (IE)
FIFEDE (ES)
The project will run from 1 May 2021 till 31 December 2022.
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